Comprehensive development with MESCO

MESCO develops innovative products for its partners in the field of process and factory automation. The company specializes in the development of hardware and software for industrial communication, and its particular strengths are functional safety and explosion protection.

MESCO also offers comprehensive consultation services spanning the entire product life cycle - from requirements specification to market and competitor analysis, as well as feasibility studies, product design and marketing.

Every development project is overseen by experienced engineers. Technical know-how, flexibility and close customer cooperation are the strengths of MESCO Engineering. MESCO is also an accredited Fieldbus Competence Center.

Custom POWERLINK and openSAFETY interfaces

MESCO Engineering uses its proven design packages to build custom POWERLINK interfaces for field devices. In safety applications, qualified engineers supervise the projects of their openSAFETY customers.

**POWERLINK and openSAFETY Product & Services Overview**

- Hardware development
- Software development
- Functional safety with openSAFETY
- Consulting